INTERIOR DESIGN

CAREER INFORMATION

Interior designers plan the space and furnish the interiors of private homes, public buildings, and commercial or institutional establishments, such as offices, restaurants, hospitals, hotels, and theaters. They also plan the interiors for additions to and renovations of existing structures. Designers employed by manufacturing establishments or design firms generally work regular hours in well-lighted and comfortable settings. Self-employed designers tend to work longer hours. Interior designers usually work for furniture and home furnishings stores, interior designing services, and architectural firms. Many interior designers to freelance work —full or part time. Interior design is the only design field subject to government regulation. Because licensing is not mandatory in all states, an interior designer’s standing is important. Membership in a professional association usually requires the completion of 3 or 4 years of postsecondary education in design, at least 2 years of practical experiences in the field, and passage of the National Council for Interior Design qualification examination.

GENERAL INFORMATION

Not all universities with this major are listed below. The lower division core preparation is listed for universities with which LBCC has established articulation agreements. The first course listed is the LBCC course; the course in parentheses immediately after is the university equivalent. It is generally recommended to take as many lower-division major courses as possible prior to transfer. Please check www.assist.org for the most current articulation information and information regarding minimum grade for each course, impacted major recommendations, application procedures, etc. Moreover, you must see a counselor to develop an accurate educational plan to ensure your competitiveness for admissions for your school(s) of choice. To thoroughly understand admissions and general education requirements please check the catalog of the transfer university. CSU/UC admissions and general education requirements are outlined on a separate curriculum guide.

*** Schools are listed in alphabetical order ***

CSU FRESNO

- B.A. - Interior Design
  Art 23 (Art 40)
  (No LBCC equivalents to the following CSUF courses: Art 2, 15, 50)

CSU SACRAMENTO

- B.A. Interior Design
  Art 1 (Art 1A), 2 or 2H (1B), 15 (20A), 31 (27); FD 10 (Facs 31)
  One course from: Art 35AD (Art 74), 50 (50), 60AD (86 or 88), 61AD (87)
  (No LBCC equivalents to the following CSUS courses: Intd 20; Phot 40)

SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS
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SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY

- **B.A. Degree – Applied Arts & Sciences: Art Major with Emphasis in Interior Design.**
  Art 1 or 1H (Art 258), 2 or 2H (259), 15 (100), 16AD (102), 30 (103), 31 (101)
  (No LBCC equivalents to the following SDSU courses: Art 148, 247, 248, 249, 250, 251)

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

- **B.F.A. Interior Design**
  Art 1 (Arth 70A) or lower-division course at SJSU; Art 2 (Arth 70B) or 5 (Arth 70C); Art 15 (Art 24),
  Art 30 or 31 (Art 12 or 13)
  (No LBCC equivalents to the following SJSU courses: Art 1, 14; Arth 72)